BODY TREATS

We are based in Pollenca in

70 euros for 60 minutes

Mallorca over the summer and we

TIBETAN MASSAGE
Let those tensions slip away as you lie back and relax. Gently easing out the knots
in your shoulders and the tightness across your back we will have you walking on
air and sleeping on clouds by the time we are finished.

create little spas in the villas dotted
across the area, we can travel as far
as Cal d'Or or Palma or if you are

MEXICAN MASSAGE
The perfect antidote to sore muscles after a day of cycling up and down mountain
roads. This massage is specifically designed to target the muscles. Recovery isn't
just about pushing hard though, it is about generating heat and stretch into the
muscles to help flush out the toxins. So let us help you keep your muscles fresh.

chartering a yacht for the day then
we can come on board and set up
a spa on deck... the world is your

BALI BODY BOOSTER.
This treatment will make your body glow... Rid the winter blues, using a brush
followed by an amazing scrub and then finishing with a nourishing massage you
will be shiny and new again. Let your tan be even and last for days….!

oyster. Now all you need to do is
pick which treatments you would
like.

FACE TREAT

80 euros for 60 minutes
DESTINATION ORGANIC FACIAL

We use warm cloths and facial massage to encourage blood flow and thus aid the cleansing properties of the organic ingredients.
The gentle bamboo scrub removes the fine top layer while the balm protects the healthy skin. The wonderful clay mask draws out
the impurities and toxins of day to day life. Mixing in an award winning anti ageing serum which your skin will drink up and target
the fine lines around the eye. As the mask soaks in, a foot treatment is performed. Finishing with a rose eye massage around the eye
to cool, calm and relax. Decadent.

NAIL TREATS
PALMA PEDICURE - 85 EUROS FOR 75 MINUTES
Our pedicure is enriching and hydrating leaving your feel looking truly pampered and
pretty for the pool and jacuzzi. While your feet enjoy a wonderful soak with some
Himalayan salt your shoulders will appreciate a little rub. We then tweak and shape
your nails. Changing position, while lying on your front your feet are scrubbed, and a
salt exfoliant polishing all your skin brightening and shiny and new. Finished by
applying your varnish of choice.
MILANO MANICURE - 55 EUROS FOR 45 MINUTES
Starting with the luxury organic pinks boutique Himalayan salt for a soak to allow us to
tidy up the nail and cuticles, followed by a gentle exfoliate, massaging the hands
before drying the nail and painting with a colour of your choice . It truly is a luxury
throughout the treatment finishing with a lovely balm for your hands to ensure that
your hands look immaculate, not just your nails.

CONTACT
please pop us an email if you would like to book something in advance enquiries@destinationpamper.com
Please call or text us if you would like to book something on the day +447950038353
Have a little look at the website if you need some more information, we are at your service.

www.destinationpamper.com

